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ABSTRACT

interaction between

As an example of/two soli tons belonging t o different species, a semi-

c lass ica l study of the nonlinear dynamics of a coupled magnon-phonon system

in a one-dimensional Heisenberg ferreftagnet i s made, where both the l a t t i c e

and the spin systems are taken with the i r respective nonlinear in teract ions .

The l a t t i c e soliton i s shown t o introduce spat ia l inhomogeneities into the

propagation of the magnetic soliton resul t ing in (a) the trapping of the

magnetic soliton in the harmonic f ie ld of the l a t t i c e soliton and (b) the

amplitude and the width of the magnetic aoLiton becoming time-dependent.
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I . UtTBODUCTIOI

Solitons as the nonlinear excit&tions of a magnetic system
(1-7)liave "been studied extensively during the past- few years ' . After

i t vas shown that, in the continuum limit, a Heisenberg chain was an

exactly solvable dynamical system ,both classical and semi-

classical calculations were made to show the existen«e of lov ampli-

tude solitons in a Heisenfcerg chain in the presence of the various

kind of nonlinear interactions leading to evolution equations with

nonlinearities of different orders and thus to different soliton
(8,9)

solutions .

The spin precessions in a magnetic chain are generally

coupled to the oscillations of atoms or ions, which carry the spins,

about their mean positions. This fact has been used by some authors

in extracting a higher order interaction between the precessing spins

through the indirect spin-lattice-spin interaction and thus genera-

ting a nonlinear evolution equation vith a low amplitude soliton

solution.

The lattice vibrations can, however, be anharmonic and soliton-

like excitations may also exist in the excitation spectrum of lattice

vibrations in a chain, as shown by Ichikawa et al . This then

leads to a strong possibility of interaction between the soliton-

like magnetic excitations and the soliton-like lattice excitations in

a chain with nagnetostrietive interaction. An approximate study to

probe into this possibility has been undertaken in this note, with a

view to highlight the perturbative effects of a phonon soliton on the

motion of a magnon soliton in a Heisenberg chain.

II . MOHEL

We consider a chain of H atoms, each of mass m, oscillating

about their mean positions due to a harmonic as well as an anharmonic

interaction with their nearest neighbours. Each atom possesses a net

spin of magnitude S and the nearest neighbour spins interact with

each other through an anisotropic Ueisenberg exchange interaction,

We also include the possibility of anaxial anisotropy together with

an externally applied magnetic field of strength H. For the Hatnil-

tonian describing this system, therefore, we write
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Here P. i s the linear momentum of ihe i th atom, OCBOTIJ is the spring
constant, Oi i s the strength of nonlinear coupling betveen atomic
displacements UL̂  , J* and j are the exchange coupling coefficients
in the x-y plane and in the z-direction respectively, A is the single-
ioD anisotropy parameter and f*̂  ^ f*I is the magnetic constant. For
small atomic displacements, we can expand J O ^ — lti+i) in a Taylor
series about i t s equilibrium value J t and approximate i t by the f i rs t
two terms only,

J ( LU - LU+s) « To - ( Ui+a -

- UO J, ,
vhere

We can thus write

vhere the l a t t i ce Hamiltonian <f£p is

*mp

(£.2)

(3.3)

(2.U)

*4
the spin Hamiltonian JCtn i s

"Xm = - 1| J- 2. &*Sj+j + Si Sits
l,f
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and the spin-lattice interaction rfL,

l - ui) (sii s;

(2.7)

For the convenience of calculations, we confine our study to a system at

low enough temperatures and with spins of large enough magnitude so that

the spin operators may be expressed in terms of boson creation and anni-

hilation operators through

SI
Sl-S-alfti

We also express the atomic displacements in terms of the phonon normal

mode operators b and b

(2.9)

vhere W) (.10 are the kth phonon normal mode frequencies

4£ *
We thus obtain

(2.a

= Z
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(3.2)

Similarly

dL a* on + ot+i <i.+i

A Z fit OIL a^ cu ,
(2.lit)

(2.15)

aiO,id l+1 + afiQ1;Q;

(2.16)

III. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
A

Using Heisenloerg equation of motion for an operator 0

lit 6 =16,1]
a*

we write down the equations of motion for the phonon field B,=

and the magnon field Oil • ?or the phonon field B ^ we obtain
-5-

(3.3)

Eqiiations (3.2) and (3.3) form a set of coupled equations in the phonon

and magnon fields. We make a decoupling approximation here. We assume

the exchange coupling coefficient to he a slowly varying function of

spaceboth in the x-y plane and in the z direction, so that J^ and 3|

are very small compared to J^ and hence to X» . The second commutator

on the r.h.s. of Eq.{3.2) is, therefore, of much smaller magnitude than

the first and hence we neglect it in this equation. This approximation

iaplies physically that, as far as the nonlinear dynamics of the phonon

field is concerned, the effect of its coupling to the magnon field is

weak enough to cause any appreciable influence. Under this approximation

Eq.(3.2) reduces to a pure phonon equation of motion

(3.U)

Defining a variable <i Ik)

and considering now $kkt) to be a classical variable describing the

dynamics of a macroscopic state, one obtains, in the long wavelength

limit ( kft *< < )

where /$ is the sound velocity along the chain. Further defining

and

one obtains the Boussinesq equation
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which admits a soliton solution (11)
(3.7)

, * ) = A sccK2{(^)2[3t-0 + ^ /
(3.8)

Thus, in the above approximation, despite coupling to raagnons, the
phonons among themselves form a soliton.

Turning now to Eq.(3.3), ve get

ifc i = Ip H + us-o A + *5U3 «i -

+ Sa. UCa*,t)[O, (OiH+a^) -2 J,

(3.9)
In Eq..(3.9) we have ignored the commutator of the field CL(t)vith the

Hamiltonian 4t|,p which contributes such terms to the equation of motion

which are negligible in the low amplitude approximation. We now regard

U(ttv to be a classical variable too, describing the dynamics of a

macroscopic magnetic s ta te . Then in the continuum limit ( flo—* ° )

o^it) —*• acx , t )

and we obtain the following nonlinear evolution equation for the magnon

field

- T -

ik 1 OL(z.i) «

IV. DISCUSSIONS

In the absence of the sp in - la t t i ce coupling, J j sa O = J , ,

Eq,. (3.10) reduces to the standard nonlinear Schrodinger equation with

a solution of the form

OLt*-,t) sa

Eq,. (3.10) can, therefore,be regarded as a perturbed JSLS equation,with
J\ and J£ as perturbation parameters, describing the evolution of a

nonlinear magnetic excitation in the presence of a nonlinear l a t t i ce
excitation, given by U ( x , t ) . As is evident, the perturbation
provides an additional potential as well as affects- the dispersion.
Without doing a detailed perturbation analysis here, which we- shall
report elsewhere, we note that in the rest frame of the la t t i ce soliton,
for small distances, the function U ( X , t ) can be expanded in
powers of x to give, schematically

ik.2)

where A,B,C,D and G are some coefficients independent of x and t and the
coefficients B and D contain the perturbation parameters Xj and J^ .
Both the perturbation terms introduce spatial inhomogeneities into the
evolution of the magnetic soliton. Firstly the term B * provides
a harmonic potential from the la t t i ce soliton in which the magnetic
soliton gets trapped if B>O and repelled if B < O ( 1 2 ) .
Secondly, since i t is the dispersion term vhich, infjalance with the
nonlinearity, determines the amplitude and the width of a soliton, the
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term U * ifeflt*>t) ¥ould make the amplitude and the vidth of the
magnetic soliton time-dependent. We thus conclude tha t , in the event
© ^ 0 •> the: magnetic soliton gets trapped into the perturbing harmonic

field of the l a t t i ce soliton, smarts oscillating about i t with time-
dependent amplitude and width.
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